Geometrical principal component analysis of planar-segments of the three-channel Lissajous' trajectory of human auditory brain stem evoked potentials.
Three-Channel Lissajous' Trajectories (3CLTs) of Auditory Brain Stem Evoked Potentials (ABEP) were obtained from 15 normal humans. Planar-segments of 3CLT were identified and the orientations of the first two geometrical principal components, which interact to produce the planar-segments, were calculated. Each principal component's orientation in voltage space was quantified by its coefficients (A, B and C). Intersubject variability of these orientations was comparable to the variability of plane orientations. The principal components of planar-segments can indicate the type of generator activity that is involved in the formation of planar-segments. The results of this analysis indicate that planarity of each 3CLT component is produced by the interaction of simultaneous multiple generators, or by a single synchronous generator which changes its orientation. The coefficients of these principal components may complement plane coefficients as quantitative indices of 3CLT of ABEP.